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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss possibilities of automatic generation of conversational questions in Russian. We are exploring the possibility of using “A Conversational Question Answering Challenge” (CoQA) dataset translated into Russian for training an encoder-decoder model. We review several techniques for improving the quality of questions generated in the Russian language. The results are evaluated manually. Combining a neural network-based approach with a rules-based approach, we develop a system for automatic examination of university students.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dialogue systems are being actively developed and integrated into various areas of human activity, including education. The rapid increase in the number of students stimulates the adoption of remote learning and requires higher quality and variety of available material [1]. One of the most important procedures in online learning is testing. Typically, testing is performed with quizzes measuring theoretical expertise, crafting of which may be partly automated (see automatic question generation). Automating a conversational way of testing the learner’s knowledge is less explored and more complicated in theory. New approaches aimed at generating questions in a conversation require large amounts of training data, which is a massive obstacle, especially when considering languages with less textual data available, such as Russian. At the moment of writing, our research found no works on conversational automatic question generation (CQG) in Russian. CQG and automatic question generation, in general, have a variety of knowledge acquisition-related functions, such as focusing learners’ attention on key points, as well as repeating core ideas.

II. RELATED WORK

Currently, several approaches have been explored for generating questions automatically. Earlier works on automatic question generation rely on creating linguistic patterns and templates [2], [3]. This requires studying the linguistic traits of the text, as well as keeping track of the terms, synonyms, and hyponyms for creating topic-specific rules. This approach also requires significant time and effort to adapt to a new domain or language.

For term extraction, researchers have adopted both machine learning-based and rule-based methods. For example, there are methods based on lexico-syntactic templates [4]–[6], Ripper’s algorithm for term extraction [7], support vector machine combined with morphological rules [8], [9], and convolutional neural networks [10].

Few works have been published on hyponym extraction. The method by Luan employs lexico-syntactic structures (LSPE) [11]. In work, authors present an example of hyponym extraction from The New York Times newspaper and describe a method for automated detection of lexico-semantic relations WordNet-style by parsing large text datasets with lexico-semantic templates. For creating a knowledge base covering a branch of humanities, one could perform named entity recognition as well as extracting dates and time spans; the KERA algorithm is capable of that [8].

A study [12] aims to automatically acquire a collection of hyponym-hyponym word pairs in Bahasa Indonesia using pattern analysis approach. The Wikipedia text is utilized as the data source to obtain the hyponym-hyponym relations. The presented method to acquire relations is defined in systematic procedures, which are seed building, text pre-processing, sentence extraction, pattern extraction, and pattern matching. The paper [13] describes a rule-based approach for hyponym and hypernym extraction from Russian texts. For this task was employed finite state transducers (FSTs), was developed 6 finite state transducers that encode 6 lexico-syntactic patterns, which show a good precision on Russian DBpedia: 79.5 percent of the matched contexts are correct.

Conversely, modern approaches to automatic question generation leverage deep learning models, as per review by Kurdi et al. [14]; most frequently, recurrent neural networks [15] and specifically LSTM [16]. The work by Xiao et al. explores domain adaptation of such models with domain-specific dictionaries [17]. Both rule-based and machine learning-based methods have their advantages. Rule-based systems are more predictable and allow full control of dialogue flow, while ML-based systems can more easily adapt to new knowledge domains and require less linguistic ‘programming’. As such, combining the two approaches makes sense for a more robust solution. Currently, most studies on generating questions from text operate with Chinese [18] or English [19]–[21] data. Research for Russian has been mostly inactive, with the main reason being the lack of available data [22].

There is data available for performing question answering, however; such as the dataset prepared for Task B of Sberbank Data Science Journey 2017 (SDSIJ-17). The dataset consists of question-answer pairs, each of which also has a ‘context’ - a passage of text the question references. The answer is
also presented as a span from the text. SDSJ-17 includes factoid questions and much fewer closed questions. For tokenization, we used the traditional word-by-word tokenization, as well as the Byte-Pair Encoding Tokenizer (https://opennmt.net/OpenNMT/tools/tokenization/#bpe) which allows learning embeddings for sub-word tokens, providing the benefit of retrieving embeddings for new words. We try several approaches to text generation: beam search with copying, top-k sampling, and temperature sampling.

In English, there are two datasets available both of which are larger: SQuAD dataset created by crowd workers using Wikipedia pages [15]; and MS MARCO, formed using Microsoft’s search engine Bing [23].

Here are some examples of work on automatic question generation. Killawala et al. [24] attempted to use an LSTM network, named entity recognition, and Super-sense tagging to construct true/false, gap-fill-multiple-choice, and factual questions. Du et al. [25] and Zhao et al. [26] use a seq2seq architecture with copying to generate factual questions in an end-to-end approach. Scialom et al. [27] also implement copying for a Transformer network. While AQG is not their goal but rather an approach to training a QA system, Duan et al. [28] describe a four-step method of generating questions in both retrieval and generative manner. Cho et al. [29] additionally feed POS and NER data into an encoder-decoder network, along with introducing a so-called selector module, which enables diversification during learning. Along with other NLP tasks, Dong et al. [30] evaluate a Transformer jointly pre-trained on multiple language modeling objectives on AQG, achieving a high BLEU-4 score on SQuAD 1.1. Yan et al. [31] introduce an n-gram prediction objective for pre-training a Transformer-based language model, reaching state-of-the-art on SQuAD 1.1 at the time of writing.

CQG is a novel task, which gained interest with the newly released CoQA dataset [32]. Gao et al. [33] encode the passage and conversation history jointly; they also investigate conversation flow and the effect of coreference alignment. Pan et al. [34] use cross-attention and employ policy gradient with a separate QA model, which contributes to a higher BLEU score for the output questions.

Inspired by the many efforts and insights on online learning provided in recent years, we attempt to design a system for automatic examination of university students. Our system introduces a virtual agent, whose purpose is to assess the level of students’ knowledge by asking questions and evaluating answers in a dialogue. The work by Matveev et al. [35] presented results of implementing such a system.

Here, we discuss the potential of performing automatic conversational question generation in Russian. More specifically, the task we consider is generating an appropriate question that can be answered after reading the provided text. The task was first formulated in the work of Pan et al., which proposes an architecture for generating questions in English [36]; we intend to build upon some of their ideas.

## III. Methods & Data

### A. Data

As the source of data, we use text materials on the subject of Natural Language Processing. The texts contain terms as well as their definitions and synonyms, hyponym-hypernym relations, which were leveraged for creating a knowledge structure to help question generation by using handcrafted templates. By “term” we consider a word or phrase which in context describes a well-defined scientific concept [37], [38]; as its synonym we consider a word or phrase used alternatively to describe the said concept. By hyponym, we mean a term of more specific meaning than a general or superordinate term applicable to it, e.g.: ‘Some of the formal languages are the language of mathematical logic, programming languages, languages derived from regular expressions, etc.’. Here the terms ‘language of mathematical logic’, ‘programming languages’, ‘languages derived from regular expressions’ are hyponyms of the term ‘formal languages’.

Such markup (see table I) also allows us to evaluate the quality of relations extracted for creating the knowledge base. By having labels for each sentence describing the ground truth relations, we could count the True Positives (the number of predicted relations for a sentence which are correct), False Negatives (the number of correct relations that were not predicted), and False Positives (the number of predicted relations not found in the label).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Example of data markup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural language (NL) is a language that people use to talk which was not created artificially. Examples of natural languages are Russian, English, Chinese, Kazakh, etc. Languages used by people to communicate are often contrasted with formal languages. Examples of formal languages: mathematical logic; programming languages; languages, generated by regular expressions, finite-state machines; Chomsky hierarchy, etc. Artificially created for a certain purpose languages are called “constructed languages”. There are over 1000 such languages and growing. Some examples: Esperanto, Lojban, Toki Pona, Elf, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For generating questions in a conversation, i.e. considering both the user’s answer and the conversation context, we used CoQA dataset, which contains 127k questions with answers from more than 8k conversations. Each conversation was performed by a pair of crowd workers discussing a text passage; as such, most questions are ‘conversational’, meaning they use the knowledge gained from the previous conversation. Answers are free-form; each answer is paired with a rationale or a span of the passage supporting it.
The dataset is split into conversations, each including a passage of text, as well as a series of questions and answers which are rationales, or spans pulled from the text. CoQA mostly includes either closed questions (yes/no questions) or factoid questions, the answers to which are expressions referring to a person, object, time, or location. The dataset was translated to Russian using an online translation service, Yandex.Translate (Fig. 1). Questions without an answer were dropped. We also expanded some insufficient rationales.

The dataset translated to Russian was also augmented with dialogues simulating an oral exam:

**Examination question:**
Natural language processing: A fragment from lecture notes with the answer:
Natural language (NL) is a language that people use to talk which was not created artificially. Examples of natural languages are Russian, English, Chinese, Kazakh, etc. Languages used by people to communicate are often contrasted with formal languages. Examples of formal languages: mathematical logic; programming languages; languages, generated by regular expressions, finite-state machines, Chomsky hierarchy, etc. Artificially created for a certain purpose languages are called “constructed languages”. There are over 1000 such languages and growing. Some examples: Esperanto, Lojban, Toki Pona, Elf, etc.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence and Mathematical Linguistics. It studies computer analysis and synthesis of natural languages. Applied to artificial intelligence, analysis means understanding of language and synthesis means generation of grammatically correct text. Solving these problems leads to creation of more efficient means of interaction between human and machine.

**An example of a dialog:**
(1) What is a natural language?
(1) Natural language (NL) is a language that people use to talk which was not created artificially. (Natural language (NL) is a language that people use to talk which was not created artificially.)
(2) Name some examples of natural languages.
(2) Russian, English. (Examples of natural languages are Russian, English, Chinese, Kazakh, etc.)
(3) Can you name more?
(3) Chinese, Kazakh. (Examples of natural languages are Russian, English, Chinese, Kazakh, etc.)
(4) Can you name some formal languages?
(4) Mathematical logic; programming languages; languages, generated by regular expressions, finite-state machines, Chomsky hierarchy. (Examples of formal languages: mathematical logic; programming languages; languages, generated by regular expressions, finite-state machines, Chomsky hierarchy, etc.)
(5) What are artificially created languages called?
(5) Constructed languages. (Artificially created for a certain purpose languages are called “constructed languages”.)
(6) Can you name some constructed languages?
(6) Esperanto, Lojban, Toki Pona, Elf. (Some examples: Esperanto, Lojban, Toki Pona, Elf, etc.)
(7) Can you name the subfield of Artificial Intelligence and Mathematical Linguistics?
(7) Natural Language Processing. (Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence and Mathematical Linguistics.)
(8) What do “analysis” and “synthesis” mean when applied to artificial intelligence.
(8) Analysis means understanding of language and synthesis means generation of grammatically correct text. (Applied to artificial intelligence, analysis means understanding of language and synthesis means generation of grammatically correct text.)
(9) Is it possible to create more efficient means of interaction between human and machine.
(9) Yes, by solving the analysis and synthesis problems. (It studies computer analysis and synthesis of natural languages. Applied to artificial intelligence, analysis means understanding of language and synthesis means generation of grammatically correct text. Solving these problems leads to creation of more efficient means of interaction between human and machine.)
(10) How many constructed languages there are?
(10) Over 1000. (Artificially created for a certain purpose languages are called “constructed languages”. There are over 1000 such languages and growing.)
(11) Are there new constructed languages being developed?
(11) Yes. (Artificially created for a certain purpose languages are called “constructed languages”. There are over 1000 such languages and growing.)

**B. Methods**

We consider a hybrid solution, combining both rule-based and machine learning-based approaches to question generation. The rule-based system uses a set of handcrafted linguistic rules described by a formal grammar with additional syntactic conditions. However, the grammar is not evaluated strictly: the analyzer can omit parts of a sentence if it is determined inessential to the overall meaning of the sentence. We can summarize the algorithm the following way:
1. The analyzer determines the set of rules suitable for processing the current sentence. The set of rules is determined based on keywords (sequences of terminal symbols) contained in each rule.
2. A rule, which consists of terminal and nonterminal symbols, is projected onto the current sentence; the positions of terminals are used to calculate temporary values for all nonterminals in the rule.
3. The algorithm is repeated for the temporary value of every nonterminal if the grammar has a rule for the nonterminal.
4. If there are no rules for the nonterminal, the temporary value
Fig. 1. Example of a conversation

is stored and then retrieved if the nonterminal corresponds to a semantic relation.
5. If some rules exist for the nonterminal and they define the possible parts of speech the nonterminal may contain, the temporary value is compared to all permissible combinations that would describe the nonterminal. If at least one combination is found, the nonterminal is retrieved; otherwise, it is inferred that the temporary value cannot be used to describe the nonterminal and the algorithm restarts.

Since the data is heterogeneous, we find it practical to use a simple method — developing a more complicated grammar would require more time and effort while not necessarily guarantee better performance.

This work employs information extraction techniques based on lexico-syntactic templates and rules describing term structure, as well as common usage patterns in Russian scientific texts. Our approach necessitates involvement of an expert creating templates/rules for information extraction. We attempted to extract terms, synonyms, hyponyms, instances, and attributes.

The patterns used for extracting different objects were segregated into several groups which are reviewed below. Naturally, some of the candidate terms, synonyms and hyponyms are incorrect; we can tailor a list of stopwords to weed out some of the false positives.

A necessary step for applying information extraction algorithms is text preprocessing [39], [40]. Aside from removing stopwords, we removed punctuation and other irrelevant symbols; then we performed tokenization. As some extracted terms may be inflected, we also used lemmatization to normalize extracted words as postprocessing. Here are some common patterns we noted to consider for further work on extracting terms:
1) a term may be at the start of a new line;
2) a term may be written in uppercase;
3) a term may be divided by symbols that do not pertain to the term itself;
4) a word or a phrase that is part of a term may not be in its base form;
5) a term and its definition may be separated by the term’s translation in parentheses; we consider that a synonym, too.

The principle for extracting hyponyms and synonyms is analogous to that for extracting terms except for the created rules. The templates we used to extract different terms are divided into groups as follows (Tables II and III):

Terms were extracted for constructing questions using different types of templates. Here are some examples of extracted questions:

As a machine learning-based method we use the Reinforced Dynamic Reasoning network suggested by Pan et al. which represents an encoder-decoder approach. The encoder, a bidirectional LSTM, iteratively reads the conversation history \( C \), encoding it jointly with the rationale \( R \) through the use of an alignment matrix: \( S = R^T \cdot C \). The representations of the conversation history and the rationale are obtained via \( H = \text{softmax}(S) \) and \( A = C \cdot \text{softmax}(S^T) \), respectively. The final representation is given by \( \hat{G} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{C} \\ \hat{H} \end{bmatrix} = \text{softmax}(S^T) \), where \( \cdot \) means row-wise concatenation.  

\( \hat{G} \), in turn, is fed into the

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{G} & = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{C} \\ \hat{H} \end{bmatrix} \\
& \text{softmax}(S^T) \end{align*} \]
integration network, another bi-directional LSTM, returning a list of vectors \( U^0 = [u_1^0, u_2^0, \ldots] \). The decoder, an LSTM network with an MLP layer as head, reads that list iteratively, then generates the question by sampling word probabilities.

The rationale is extracted from the source text. Pan et al. propose picking whole sentences consecutively. We also try extracting sentence clauses to use as rationales. Most often rationale is a standalone entity (a name, date, place, etc.) or with some context, sometimes forming a clause. Rationale can also be a sentence or multiple sentences. We noted that the authors’ strategy for extracting rationale is not perfectly followed. The model takes a conversational context as input (questions with answers) and a rationale which should contain information to facilitate a new question, as well as enough context for the copying mechanism to work correctly. We tried three strategies for updating rationales:

1) leave the original rationale;
2) use the whole sentence the original rationale came from;
3) use the clause containing the original rationale or the entity from the answer. The first strategy allows us to follow more closely along with the authors’ experiment; however, the lack of context hinders the quality of machine translation. This approach also limits the way we are allowed to prepare rationales when using the system to generate questions. The second strategy is easier to implement but gives way to confusion as to which entity the question should be generated for. Finally, the third strategy seems to lack most of the disadvantages; still, clauses are not always straightforward to extract.

For training the network, we use two datasets: an English CoQA and a Russian translation of CoQA.

Statistics for both datasets can be seen in Table IV.

For tokenization, we used traditional word-by-word tokenization, as well as the Byte-Pair Encoding Tokenizer (https://opennmt.net/OpenNMT/tools/tokenization/#bpe), which allows learning embeddings for sub-word tokens, providing the benefit of retrieving embeddings for new words. We try several approaches to text generation: beam search with copying, top-k sampling, and temperature sampling.
IV. RESULTS

Comparative analysis of the authors’ system of rules for extracting terms (Rule-Based Term Extraction) and the most common libraries for extracting terms from texts in Russian are presented in Table V. The Summa library is based on a simplified graph model that allows to summarize text, extract keywords, and terms. For experimenting with a rule-based approach we used the runtermextract library; for an ML-based alternative, we used gensim.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rutermextract</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gensim</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summa</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Based Term Extraction</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The set of rules we developed for extracting terms surpasses the results we got using other tools significantly. Table VI presents the results for extracting synonyms, definitions, and hyponyms from textual materials; since there are no solutions available for extracting these types of relations in Russian, no comparison may be drawn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terms</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyponyms</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonyms</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The formal knowledge base formed using the extracted terms, definitions, synonyms and hyponyms allowed us to create a sufficiently large set of ‘oral exam’ questions and correct answers, such as:

- ‘what kinds of languages there are?’
- ‘natural language, formal language, constructed language’
- ‘what is a formal language?’, ‘a language created with a certain goal’
- ‘what a language analysis consist of?’, ‘graphemics analysis, morphological analysis, fragmentation analysis’
- ‘what language synthesis is part of?’, ‘natural language processing’
- ‘what are some morphological characteristics?’, ‘gender, grammatical number, case, declension, and tense’

A. Experiments with ReDR

The best performance was shown by the model simultaneously trained on both languages. In this case, overfitting happens way later and the generated questions make sense. Most frequent questions are about terms and definitions. Only the training in Russian suffers from early overfitting. Syntagmas extraction for rationales drops the BLEU score significantly (Fig. 2).

Forced generation of longer questions decreases the number of short questions (Where? How much? What is next?) but the generated questions most often have unacceptable quality. It seems that the model can not connect a context with a rationale and chooses to generate a general question.

Balancing the dataset for most general and short questions decreases the number of them at generation but does not improve the BLEU score since more “broken” questions appear.

BLEU evaluation is not perfect for this task. For the same context and rationale, it is possible to generate multiple questions. Often, while a number of correct questions are generated, only a single one is considered a hit. However, this is mostly an issue with the dataset (a dataset with multivariate questions and answers would be significantly more helpful).

Further improvements to the model can be achieved in several ways:

1) By including an additional label that marks the type of a question, its template, and the interrogative word (most of the questions are generated with “what”).
2) By implementing a rule-based algorithm that can separate rationales and questions by terms (objects) and for each question-answer pair determine the target object. It makes the approach more agile and there is a hypothesis that it can improve the performance of the method overall.
3) Since the datasets are rather small for the model to learn the language, transfer learning can be applied to generate a pre-trained transformer.

After assessing the generated questions manually, we came to the following conclusions:
1) The quality of the generated questions does not seem to be as high as for those generated by Pan et al. [36].
2) The model overfits quickly, however, the early stages of overfitting are when the questions become more diverse, such as:
   • What is a language? (“language” being the correct entity from the rationale)
   • What is that?
   • Anything else?
   • How many was that?
   • Why?
   Early overfitting also occurs when the model starts to pay attention to the context:
   • How many levels? [of sentence analysis]
   • What happened to [term] [gibberish]?
   • What is information?
   • What is about [incongruity] lexical resource?
3) Reinforcement learning performed in the same manner as Pan et al. did not seem to improve questions generated by our model.

V. CONCLUSION

The ReDR model could be improved by allowing an expert to point out the entity the generated question should be directed at. The model also seems to get confused when the same rationale is being used several times in a row, even if each question points at a different aspect — this could potentially be alleviated by incorporating information about the type of question to be generated. Finally, early overfitting leads to the conclusion that available data is still insufficient; additional data can be gathered after the system’s deployment. Using a larger dataset will likely boost the quality of generated questions. In General, the hybrid approach presented in this paper allows to vary the number of questions generated by the neural network and when obtaining higher results, the proportion of such questions will increase.
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